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SNAPSHOT: 

• Market Cap:  Rs. 3,750 Cr. 
• Book Value:  Rs. 155 
• Stock P/E: 22.7 

• OPM: 17 % 
• ROCE: 33 % 

 
• Equity capital:  10 Cr. 
• Face Value: Rs.2 

 
• Enterprise Value:  3,700 Cr. 
• Enterprise Value to EBIT:  15 

 
• Promoter holding: 72.2 % 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Gulf Oil Lubricants:  

 
➢ Gulf Oil Lubricants India, part of the Hinduja 

Group, is engaged in the business of 

manufacturing, marketing and trading of 

automotive and non-automotive lubricants is an 

established player in the Indian Lubricants 

Industry.  

 

➢ Gulf Oil International (GOI), parent of GOLIL, owns 

the Gulf brand globally (except USA, Spain & 

Portugal). Previously a part of Gulf Oil Corporation 

Limited, today, GOLIL, as part of the parent 

company GOI, enjoys a presence in 100 countries. 

 

➢ With operations primarily in the Automotive and 

Industrial segments, and a leading presence in the 

open market through a stellar distributor network, 

GOI supply directly to OEMs and other B2B 

customers (Industries, Infrastructure, Mining & 

Fleet Customers, State Transport and Government 

Undertakings). 

 

➢ The Fastest Growing Lubricant Player by 

consistently outperforming the industry growth 

rate YOY. With 11% CAGR volume growth in the 

last 8 years, GOLIL has recorded 3x-4x times 

growth of the lube industry. 

➢ Gulf in India is the pioneer of the ‘long drain 

interval’ platform and has several industry firsts to 

its credit, helping us establish strong positions in 

the commercial vehicles sector (Diesel Engine Oil 

and 2-Wheeler Motor Oil segments). 

 

➢ The ‘Gulf Oil’ brand enjoys a position among the 

Top 3 lubricant brands with regards to brand 

awareness, purchase consideration and other 

parameters. 
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Investment Case: 

1. Fastest Growing Lubricant Player: 
 

➢ The ‘Gulf Oil’ is the Fastest Growing Lubricant Player by consistently outperforming 

the industry growth rate YOY.  

➢ With 11% CAGR volume growth in the last 8 years, GOLIL has recorded 3x-4x times 

growth of the lube industry. 

➢ The strategy to build the brand and reach, and offer products with differentiated value 

propositions has enabled the company to record one of the fastest volume growths 

amongst the top lube players. 

➢ GOLIL’s latest accomplishment is its recognition as one of India’s Top 500 companies 

as per Dun & Bradstreet’s ‘India’s Top 500 Companies Publication. 

 

2.  Comprehensive Product Portfolio: 

 
➢ Gulf Oil’s Comprehensive product portfolio covers a complete range of lubricants used 

in Automotive, Industrial and Marine applications, with approvals from bodies like API, 

JASO, ACEA and leading global OEMs. 

➢ Their global R&D centre of excellence in Silvassa, India, helps them provide customized 

solutions suitable to Indian conditions. 

➢ They use the highest quality base oils and additives from leading global suppliers that 

help them to meet the top standards in the Industry. 

➢ They pioneered the ‘long drain interval’ platform helping them establish strong 

positions in Diesel Engine Oil and 2-Wheeler Motor Oil segments. 

➢ Gulf Oil recently revamped its Passenger Car Motor Oils portfolio with a focus on the 

fast-growing synthetic segment, including the entry level synthetic product, Ultrasynth 

X, and the high performance fully synthetic Formula G. 

 

3. Greenfield project at Chennai to augment capacity: 

 

➢  The company’s Chennai plant, commissioned in December 2017, has led to significant 

addition to the company’s production capacity.  

➢ The plant was setup at a project cost of ~Rs. 190 crore and has a capacity of 50,000 

KLPA. The plant operated at ~66% utilisation in FY2020. 

➢ The plant has helped to reduce freight costs for customers based in South India that 

were previously being serviced by the company’s existing plant at Silvassa. 

➢  In addition, the company would be able to penetrate further in new geographies in 

South India and East India owing to its manufacturing presence in Chennai. 
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4. Global OEM Partners: 
 

➢ Gulf Oil Lubricants India Limited partners closely with Top Global OEM’s and B2B 

customers like Ashok Leyland, Mahindra, Swaraj Volvo Penta, MAN, Bharat Benz 

Whitmore, Schwing Stetter and Bajaj. 

➢ These significant partnerships have helped them adopt and pioneer many go-to-

market models in the automotive industry like co-brand oils, genuine oils and 

approved oils.  

 

5. Among the Top 3 lubricant brands: 

 
➢ The brand is known for rich history and association with the world of sports.  

➢ Consistent marketing has resulted in strong brand awareness and usage of the Gulf Brand 

in India.  

➢ In fact, based on an internal market research extensively covering a wide reach of 

consumers, mechanics and retailers, the ‘Gulf Oil’ brand enjoys a position among the Top 

3 lubricant brands in India with regards to brand awareness, purchase consideration etc. 

➢ Besides leveraging Gulf Oil International’s global motorsports associations in India, GOLIL 

built the Gulf brand in India around the cricketing platform – appointing the modern 

cricketing legend, MS Dhoni, as Brand Ambassador and sponsoring teams in IPL. 
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6.  Robust Production & Distribution Centre: 

 
➢ A fully automated certified Blending Plant in Silvassa (Western India) with a capacity of 90000 

KL and a world class R&D centre. 

➢ A Pan India network of 320 Auto Distributors, 30 Industrial Distributors and over 50000 

Retailers, backed by the logistics support of 33 depots, 5 regional offices and a corporate 

office in Mumbai. Both have been ranked one of the top brands across all categories in India.  

➢ Both Birla Aerocon and Charminar offer customer advantages and benefits over its 

competitors and also contribute to the development of the society promoting eco- friendly 

products. 

 

7.  A resilient performance by Gulf Oil (From the latest Annual Report):  
 
➢ Even in these testing times, owing to our robust business model and the passion of our teams, 

we continued to focus on our strategic priorities and gained market share across all our core 

segments. In fact, we were clocking double-digit volume growth in our key segments up to 

February 2020, except factory fill, which is around 8-10% of our total volumes.  

➢ Factory fill is directly linked to new automobile production, which dropped significantly during 

FY 2019-20.  

➢ We continued to strengthen our distribution reach, relationships with our existing OEMs and 

also welcomed several new OEMs and B2C and B2B customers across automotive, industrial 

and construction sectors. 

 

8. Post Lockdown Recovery in Demand: 

 
➢ As the lockdown eases, most of our markets/customers are operational in the replacement 

side of lubricant demand, which has been recovering since May 2020.  

➢ With our demand sensing strategies, we are identifying and seizing opportunities to gain 

market share across all our business segments. 

➢ Owing to our customer-centric approach and continuous training of our people and 

distribution partners, we are witnessing significant ramp up in the number of new deals wins 

in the industrial segment too. 

 

9.  A step forth to value added products and Product innovations to enhance 

value along with lower emissions 

Being BS VI ready  

After undertaking thorough testing of BS VI engine oils on different types of vehicles, we launched 

them across several segments and grades. 

Gulf AdBlue®  
At Gulf Oil, we have been one of the early movers in manufacturing and marketing AdBlue® products 

in India. 
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Foray into textile industry with knitting oil  

Fortifying our diverse product portfolio, we launched a completely 

new range of high-quality knitting oils for the textile industry. 

Energy efficient industrial oil  

Our newly formulated Very High Viscosity Index (VHVI) hydraulic oil 

has proven performance in injection moulding machines by reducing 

energy consumption by 3.8%. 

Financials: 
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Robust financial profile: 

• GULFOIL’s strong financial profile is characterised by healthy profitability levels.  

• GOLIL’s profitability remained healthy in FY2020 on account of the stable base oil price and 

timely price revisions, resulting in an increase in cash accruals as compared to previous year.  

• The company’s net margins remained healthy supported by sizeable interest income earned 

by the company on its cash balances.  

• The return indicators are also robust supported by the profitability in the business.  

• The debt coverage metrics of the company are also healthy. 
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Key Risks: 

Exposed to the demand indicators of the automotive sector – The growth in the lubricants industry 

remains highly linked to the demand outlook of the automotive sector, which is the key end-user 

industry. While the long-term outlook for the automotive sector remains strong, GOLIL’s growth will 

continue to remain linked to any fluctuations in the demand from the automotive segment.  

Profitability exposed to the movement in base oil prices and forex rates – Base oil is a crude oil 

product and thus the prices of base oil are volatile in nature. Hence, the profitability of the company 

is contingent upon the ability of the company to pass on any fluctuations in input prices to the end-

users. However, it follows a hedging policy as advised by forex consultants whereby it always keeps 

its exposures partially hedged. 

High competitive intensity – The company remains exposed to the high competitive pressures in the 

domestic market, which is largely dominated by the Government-owned oil marketing companies, 

apart from other established players in the private sector. 

Our View: 

• Deepening distribution reach, operational efficiencies and strengthening of critical 

capabilities have anchored GOLIL’s faster-than-industry growth pace over the years.  

• Along with Strong parentage, well-recognised brand, Innovative and high value product 

launches coupled with a robust focus on R&D, we believe that GOLIL has a very bright 

future and is worth a look on all dips towards ~750. 

 

We are not a registered Research Analyst. Thus, please make your own decision, as blindly acting 

on anyone else’s research and opinions can be injurious to your wealth. 

 


